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Produced, in stock,
and ready for your
order!
We have larger quantities of barriers (also in special
lengths) available in our central warehouse! This
means that we can deliver immediately in the event
of an oil spill or your general needs! 

When time is of the essence: We now also offer
express and courier deliveries via our logistics
partner ITC Logistic. 
 

Go directly to SORB®XT Barriers

Out now!
Marine Solutions by SORB®!
Have you already checked out our new catalog for
marine solutions? If not, have a quick look!

In addition to our standard barriers, you can find a
wide range of other solutions, including

solid barrier systems
Inflatable or geotextile barriers
skimmer technology
boats
storage containers

Everything at an unmatched value!

As a special bonus, we are offering you an
additional 10% discount on the material price for
the opening month of May.

Give us a call, we are here for you!
 

View the new catalog now
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ADASD

SORB®XT is an official
member of the Hochwasser
Kompetenz Centrum e.V.! 
We are delighted to be an official member of the
HKC. 

What has motivated us?
We cannot change the increase in heavy rainfall
events in recent years with our products. However,
what we can do is contribute to the prevention of
such events and thus ensure greater safety for the
population. This is best achieved through a network
of scientists, professionals from industry, authorities
and municipalities and the right product solutions!

As a manufacturer of Flood Cubes, the innovative
way to combat flooding, we are now proud
members of the HochwasserKompetenzCentrum
(HKC). This partnership enables us to be at the
forefront of research and practice in the field of
flood protection. Our membership of the HKC gives
us the opportunity to continuously develop our
products in a hands-on way. 

Learn more about the HKC
View SORB® Flood Cubes

application video!

We are at IFAT Munich!
IFAT is the leading trade fair for environmental technologies
and waste management and thus a unique opportunity to
meet and find solutions to the challenges of the environment
and sustainability.

Visit our live demonstrations on site - a fantastic opportunity to
test the benefits and applications of our diverse range of
products!
 
Let's work together for a clean future!

See you soon!
 
Messe München
13.05. - 17.05.2024  |  Hall A3  Stand 332
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Allegro Capital, Logis�cs, Services & More GmbH - Klosterhofweg 64 - 41199 Mönchengladbach
www.sorb-xt.de - service@sorb-xt.de
Tel.: +49 2166 1268-160
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